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Dedication to my Alpha teacher, Ms. Blair and
fellow Alpha students, Logan Nichols, Brooklynne Rinaldo,
Belle Smith, Perna Ravender, Lizzy Solomon, Mac White and
Caleb Pierce & my family to encourage me to keep on going.

Read the important author's note
Just a reminder if you experience one of these
out of the ordinary things shut the book give it to the
library do something with it if you do not experience any
thing you are perfectly normal this book is for your
entertainment if you know anyone who experiences
these things and is not normal do not let them read the
book if you are not normal the strongest of your kind the
Emeko (boys) and Mekomda (girls) do not worry me
and the other stronger ones are doing our best to keep
anything or anyone away.
Alica
I did have the best and most amazing time of my
life but if you count some of these things it was pretty
scary I am still scared that he is after me I did not know
that I was abnormal until that one school day this is not
too smart to try a big daredevil stunt like these in the
book if you are forced to well you're out of luck, this is
scary.
Matthew
I just can not believe how this happened I was a
seer I just could not handle the truth when I was young I
could shoot fire from my hands I just knew that I was not
normal.

Intro chapter 1
Alica
Alica	
  was	
  running	
  for	
  her	
  live	
  away	
  from	
  the	
  creepy	
  
man	
  when	
  all	
  of	
  the	
  sudden	
  like	
  lightning	
  she	
  awoke.
She	
  ran	
  down	
  stairs	
  to	
  get	
  breakfast	
  when	
  she	
  got	
  
down	
  stairs	
  there	
  was	
  a	
  creepy	
  lady	
  dressed	
  in	
  black	
  talking	
  
to	
  me	
  about	
  	
  how	
  great	
  I	
  was	
  (Alice)	
  I	
  was	
  a	
  fourteen	
  years	
  
old	
  blond	
  hair	
  and	
  I	
  love	
  t-‐shirts	
  and	
  shorts	
  with	
  a	
  knife	
  my	
  
dad	
  left	
  me	
  before	
  he	
  died	
  in	
  a	
  car	
  crash.	
  Bang	
  all	
  of	
  the	
  
sudden	
  her	
  door	
  slammed	
  shut.	
  	
  she	
  was	
  only	
  eleven	
  how	
  
could	
  she	
  be	
  great,	
  I’m	
  one of the most picked on people in
my grade, how could she? Time to go to school a
nightmare ,she talked to her only friend kristey,
“seriously I have math first period. Great just what I need
roots and blah,blah,blah” thought Alica sarcastically.
“Then I sweat then I get our germ free biology teacher
woo hee I’m gonna get in trouble yay” she said to her
friend.	
  

Chapter Two : The Letter
	
  
Alica	
  went	
  to	
  her	
  locker	
  to	
  get	
  biology	
  books	
  from	
  her	
  
locker	
  but	
  instead	
  of	
  books	
  	
  she	
  found	
  a	
  letter	
  in	
  her	
  locker	
  
that	
  read:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

to: alica
from:
meet me at the pizzeria on 32 park drive New York
Don’t worry I already checked you out of school I have
your backpack .
sincerely Katherina Raven Qantas Lamond
I had no idea who Tisreank was better go
eat some pizza and see who that person was.
This does not look like a pizzeria alica
thought she then went inside and found the owner
of the letter she asked “do you still had the letter?“ I
said yes. She asked me for it and I forked it over
then burned the letter she said I have an important
quest for you.

chapter 3
kristean
It’s time to know that your parents did not die in
a car crash they died in this quest and your the only one
that can do it you have dangerous things around the
Earth there is objects you need to find you need to
gather together to stop him. “Who are you” alica asked “I
am kristean” she said.Then who sent me that letter? “I
did!” She said, a different way I mixed the letters in my
name up. you will find someone on your journey and
you will know if it is that someone. He will have the only
blade that is the same as yours in the world. I have a
majestic blade look in my pocket. Sure enough there
was a dagger in there. How did you do that I am a
sorcerer and what am I?”
A fortune teller, tell me what I am thinking. Is

she the one.
“I think I am the one. Time to go to the jet.”
The jet is about to crash we have to jump three
two one jump I felt like I was flying.Like a rush we were
on ground. I was in Egypt is where you have to go find
the one once you find him take him to the pyramid of
Giza then after she said that I headed for Cairo and
another American he was a boy and nine years old he
was a guy with dirty blond hair jeans and ripped t-shirt
this part was shocking he had the exact same blade! He
must be the one I can feel it I walked up to him and
asked him his name he said Matthew. I whispered we
need to go to the pyramid of Giza fast.I think you need
me for something he thought yes she said somehow she
read his mind and he read hers.They did that all the way

to the pyramid of Giza.she and Kristean told Matthew
what we knew.

chapter 4
mobosimatrine
We were sitting in the plane trying not to send
mind messages to anyone but each other trying to
comprehend this strange quest and who Imostrin was
the person I’ve seen in my dream and how we stop him.
“I know how my dream ends and I do not like it.” I
thought. “This is going to be fun going to Venice,” said
Matthew. Apparently someone weird is on the plane I
can feel it. They thought in harmony. I think it might be a
mobosimbus. Whispered Alica. A mobowhatsa.
whispered Matthew. One of his body guards.

Chapter 5
Giza

They are in a cafe ordering food. In
Mapodocadeop, Mondosim,for short, a secret
country we have to find sacred rocks of Amura and
Anubis the Egyptian gods that will give us the next
clue. We need to check places everyone goes. Like
the international rock tour. But this time look for a
rock with a A@^ on them those will show you the
next part of the adventure. What about the minion
that is on the plane? asked Alica. I will get him. said
Kristeana. She flicked the table and then everyone
sensed he/she was gone like a fleck of dust in a
tornado. I sense we do not have much time before
he finds us and we have to find those rocks. We
must go and look for either the oldest rock and
natural rock. I have a question you told us Amura
and Anubis were from Egypt why are we in this
country. Is he trying to throw us off track? Exactly.
We headed for the rock tour and boarded the trains.

Chapter 6
False Alarm

As they slid down the tunnel and plunged
into darkness as they felt something ancient and
something natural - the rocks!
“They are not the right ones they will not be
near each other if they were on the right track. We
descended to the deepest part and oldest that amura
these can not be them either these carvings are
recent. still not it guess we will have to jump out of
the train.”
“The what!” we coursed.
“I will slow down time then you and
me will be at normal speed,” said kristean
“Okay we jump on three one two
three jump,”I said
The train slowed down everything did
except for us. “Where is Kristen she died I
know it. To bad we can not have a funeral
wait I think I found something the rock of
amura and Anubis ...”Said alica.
They walked down the cold narrow
passageway.

Chapter 7
Anubis’s
rAn^e*@w^i$l?lAr@i#s*e[ancient writing]

“I have no idea who or what this
rA^e*@w^i$l?lAr@i#s*e is or was.” Said Matthew.
“We always have no idea who these
people or things are.”Whispered Alica.
“Keep your voice down you do not know
who we might run into.”
“They got the other stone at last then they
headed to they hotel room they rented they booked a
flight to Paris to count the steps of the Eiffel
tower.For tar and corn syrup amount in grams,
finally math has something helpful and unique!
Ingredients I feared of since my nightmare. We have
to get them before you-know-I’m-not-gonna-say-it
does.”
“Do we have to?” Asked Matthew.
“No we don’t.”
Alica sarcastically “Of course we do
dumbo.”
She said”who else will do it?”
They figured out the code it was “one will
rise” the other rock said “when the other shall fall”
“These words never make sense.”Matthew
said
“They are as clear as muck.”
” What do you expect they do not want
normal people noticing it.” Alica pronounced. “Now
we have to fly that will be fun, a bunch of airsick and
blah.”

They flew to the Eiffel tower cafe then they
had to count the steps. “199...200...201...202 I’m
bored 203...204...205” Alica and Matthew coursed.
They finally got to the top when they said the
last step they fell down a pit down...down
and.................................................... plunk. “I smell
burning wood in our apartment.” Shouted matthew.
“That is weird, how in the world is there a fire in
here.

chapter 8
Lilli and speed
*
out in the woods there were two odd
companions. A horse and a dog they were very
energetic and athletic. Both former pets and love
running through the breeze feeling like they were
free from all dangers.
*
“Are we lost I’m going to collapse can we
rest.” said Alice complaining.
“no we are not this is helpful.” Blurted
matthew. “these are my two friends Speed and Lilli
they are great companions can we take them on our
adventure.”
“Are they trained.
“Of course we need to get a privet
plane because they will not allow dogs or horses on
the air planes so might as well get one.”
*

“I love this airplane food more than that
dusty old french food, candy and chips.”said
matthew.
“were are we going to find corn syrup?”
Asked Alice
“obvious a corn syrup factory no brainier.”
said matthew how much grams.”
“I.d.k... I don’t know what is your lucky
number.”

“345,575,899,783,150,875,200.”said matthew.
“serio--” bump “what was that.”
“Speed broke his leg from the bump we will
have to wait till he is recovered, which will happen
after the quest.
“You take Lilli and continue I will aid
to Speed.” said matthew
“We could just get a vet.”
“True.”

chapter 9
betrayed and in magic

twenty minutes later

what do you mean she betrayed us this is
going to be a hundred times more difficult.
boom there it goes the pouring sensation of
rain luckily i brought a tent snapped his fingers and
a tent appeared out of thin air how did you do that
just think what you want she did it and a computer
showed up she typed in www.coolmath-games.com
then got snow then matthew gave them puzzles like
maiaerdn I found it out it was I am a nerd then this
happend boing we got the corn syrup then we had
major problems we were betrayed by Kristean with
her magic, bang... fireballs!? Run and now you have
to face me alone.” matthew said catch and I caught
his knife and aimed it at her and threw it she let it hit
her it went through her if she could do that I can I
launched a fireball, bad thing it burned me because i
had not learned how to change to a different type of
magic matthew told me how to change to that kind
of magic. I tried the fire ball it went through her
again. I tried electricity she screamed with a high
pitched fizz like soda exploding.
“Mayhem, this will be fun she was a
hologram one that could still affect people but could
not be affected.”

Chapter 10
what happens on an airport convener belt with a dog
and a horse with chocolate

Jumping on the convener belt with your
brother is not very smart especially when you are
allergic to cats all the sudden we were on the
convener belt and we dropped from the convener
belt 3,000 feet down well fine three feet Mathew
having the time of his life me screaming for my life. I
held onto a suit case that popped open with weird
clothing the contents scared us so much I did not
know how to describe the fear, it always feels like
somethings lurking you. Especially when something
is we both know that math class is scary enough
even when you get history next no one makes it
through the horror of school. Now we get our old
teacher well at least she is proposed as one but she
scares us she made me do this problem 89-30+50010,000 =F-. I should have gotten a a+ she is worse
than this conveyor belt rocking and screeching
scaring us. they found a box full of gourmet
chocolate lovely. This day was perfect too perfect
there must have been someone trying to make us
forget about the...the PLANE hurry there's not much
time the flight leaves in 30 seconds in counting.
kristean no I really mean kristean stop fooling
around- she is in one of the suitcases get the water

stormready because she has fireballs and I can't see
her any more try. x-ray vision. she there is more than
one of her 20 actually only one is the real one and
why is she eww matthew it is not time to decay that
was not me kristean did it she popped out and said
who dare accuse me of such an childish thing alica
bobvangard nightday.
“Sounds like our teacher has a
tempertantrum.” choked matthew.
“Or should I say a texas-sized tempertantrum
of a teacher.”
“Do I need to show you how the master does
his work?”
Then a cage appeared around him
“Waaa waa waa let me out” He screamed
she did not open the door loose the amazing
stuff I can beat you any time any place any
dimension.
“Loose against me and fear me why we start
it matthew you can not speak of this any how
anyway I will lose my teaching degree. okay if we
win no more work for the rest of the year more work
for the others and a free graduation pass and you
have to ban your magic all the sudden she left in a
flash. She is an alien no I really think she is an alien
how can she not be harmed by electricity and how
can sun power generate without sun.

“You have a point and stop getting weird and
techno powering and technical in any way. Try
flashing out.”
“Okay it worked flash out your self
she is scary enough as a teacher.”

chapter 10
over and under again and again back over then
under

“Lolli pop lolli pop oo a lolli lolli pop.” sang
alica
“stop singing that sto o op singing that.”
sang matthew in tune of lollipop.
“WE NEED COOKIES. WE NEED COOKIES.
WE NEED COOKIES. WE NEED COOKIES.” came a
chanting voice “WE NEED COOKIES. WE NEED
COOKIES.WE NEED
COOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOKI
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIES.”
“RUN.” shouted alica
the roof came cracking down down. “run faster.”said
Matthew almost out of breath.

Scrambling down the stairs alica pleaded for
some helpful force. then kabam they
found......cookies?! Lets sleep for the nigh“Screech”
“Bald eagle with golden string going over and under
again and again back over than under through his
legs at four o’clock at rain time.” shouted Matthew.
“No I mean really it is four o’clock and
raining.”
“great just great literary we are steaming hot
I felt like I’m in a volcano.”
They went on and on and on in the rain.Until
they found a perfect hotel. It had to be affordable.
Most important kristean free.”

chapter 11 the haunted room

*
Why did the toilet flush and no one was in
there. Said Matthew. The walls closed in closer and
closer we fled the room and left a note, it said:

Of any circuimstances do not let anyone in this
room! Exception for Kristean Renato.
“That will do the trick.”
The toilet flushed again and again and our
room was flooding this is worse than kristean. just
let kristean not have to pay and walla she will go for
this room no time.” Said Matthew.

Chapter 12
roller coasters with animals

You know I do not like roller coasters. said
Alica
We just have to jump off it on the lift hill
pretend that the lap bar is down then run. They
found the object they were looking for three inches
of real redwood. Then security guards came. They
ran and ran finally they got to the end matthew said
that he needed to go to the bathroom and was
hungry. Alica had heard enough of his complaining.
She would have jumped out of a roller coaster if she
could oh yeah she already did that! She felt like that
matthew was sleepy and she was too. She then had
to let him go to the bathroom after explaining to the
owners that it was a surprising flash mob and he
loved it so we had to dance on the roller coaster for
another show. Then we got food and our flight
landed with a crackle of thunder.

chapter 13
Arctic ocean 3:24 A.M. May 26 2012
“The arctic is freezing our plane landed on an oil
thingy mabobber.”
“i i i i t i i i s no o o o t tw tw tw oo ba ba ba ba
bad.”
yes it is basically we have to sabotage alica’s
and that crew’s flight.”
*
“Why is there snow in the south America oil
derrick?”
“the radar says we are ma-.”
“this is your new captain speaking your other
captain just passed out and we are having a major
detour and welcome to the arctic ocean, please no need
for seat belts because amy and jacan are skydiving with
alica and matthew with their two pets lilli and speed are
our lucky competitors we picked them out of a hat.
They grabbed their jump suits and landed on the
frosty ground. They found the lucky amount and realized
the plane abandoned them. they found shelter food and
everything they needed to survive they had a hard time
scuba-diving in oil trying to find the emerald ring
encrusted with ruby stones. we always have to be
unfortunate at least we still have each other with still the
glowing ring with her the next step to victory. I have to do
this alone. this is not going to be easy this is like playing
a game of cat and puma they have been trained i have
not they do not know what it feels like to be the cat.
*
this message is forwarded please do not worry
we are running out forwarded back of super precious

time play this back make sure you do not miss the 3rd
word
secret message is coded sent by Kendre Octane
Raimondo.

Who is that person and what is up with coded
messages and between the words.
“beep bop bop beep woo woo woo swi swi swi scriiiiiiiiii.”
we will recive a letter right about now.
instead of a letter they found the letter owner sister of
Kristean but no were near as evil she said she needed
help with that pest we told her every thing we needed
and volunteered to help us on our journey the rest of the
way.
How do we know your not going to do the same thing
your sister did
i would not i am not a sorcerer i am a fortune teller on
the level known as sanctrum V954 concerener IV56.
matthew is on jandoami R657 sirentener WC39 and you
are on thee same level as your parents tiesemdrum
N958 frienetener PZ27 the level where you make your
choice the white kingdom and the black dungeon...

Chapter 14
the rescue

Millennium amount of force i have heard of the
roller coaster but how can that much force be on the hall
megabytes,gigabytes, and microbes that happened at
that off place to generate power for computers known as
Frigga acid and Sluice acid. well we need our plane in a
bit because in a few minutes we have to get to the
magic kingdom in Florida our flight is going to be here in
about five minutes spoil alert a tsunami is going to be
here in four minutes fifty seconds we need to hope the
jet gets here about twelve seconds sooner or we have a
flood and we are going to get out of here I see it but its
going to be a problem that the tsunami will wash our jet
to Florida great magic kingdom here we come who
knows space
i said matthew recognize any space thing whisper it to
the speaker well now here it comes.
swisssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss
ssssssssssssssssssssh.
helicopter coming get on here we are lets wait in line
there is no line so we can just hop on shhh woooo.
*
“Saturn black hole and cosmic Jupiter stars
milky way sonic boom spaceman and...comet.”
“Beep boom.”

“If your names are not alica and matthew please
go away.
“We are.”
You can ask for something space-relative or
leave I am the great seer of space know as Corey
Domino Defendants.
“We ask for a rock from every planet in the milky way.”
*
They head to their next adventure unknowing
that they will reveal a secret of true facts this was
protected since they died.
*
Run we have to run this place will close and seal
in about twenty minutes till our next generations have
been created the cold secret family case files are topprotected you can’t even get your own unless their is
history about you these things are only seen by the
owners and ligation's workers.
“Your ID, if you do not exit is right there.”Said
the man
We do not have ID you must know us Alica and Matthew
our parents died the greatest explorers ever we have to
find out some important stuff on our family and
relatives.Said Alica
“We don’t have a case file but we know who
ever goes on the journey has to have great luck to find
what they are looking for your parents did not die from
the trip it was right after the trip. If you plan on going you
need some good gadgets like composethjiopn
grosedgsh tyei and yiontyen.” said the man
Thank you. said alica

chapter 15
Chianti breakfast

“Guess we get to have Chianti breakfast for
breakfast.” Said Alica.A fifteen year old girl that is driving
a pick up truck.
waiting in line
“would you like to try our new perineum roast
coffee for three dollars.’ The cashier said taking Alica’s
order
“no.”
“Are you sure you do not want to try our new perineum
roast coffee.”She tried to tempt Alica again
“Yes we just want two bagels and two waters.”
“You total five hundred bucks at the first window”
“What.”She said in astonishment
first window
“Excuse me how do I have to pay five hundred bucks?”
“$249 for 248 bagels you get the last one half off and
one of our new perineum roast coffee.”She said adding it
up.

“We asked two bagels and two waters.”She said thinking
that the cashier was as dumb as a rock.
“Oh yeah, that would be six dollars.”
second window
“There you go 249 bagels one coffee.”
“We ordered two waters with two bagels.”
“Here you go then.”
“Thank you.”
“Are you sure extra sure you do not want to try or new
coffee.”
“yes!”She said finally losing it and yelling at the man
The car in front of you will not move.
Car move up move up. said matthew.
why is the car lazily just staying there?asked alica
I don’t know. said matthew inpatient
Oh well.

chapter 16
After time and torn and tossed apart

What do you mean by that if they get all those objects
there goes time and we are stuck in...said alica
After time this means if we do not battle we head straight
to after time chaos and extreme conditions. said
matthew
well at least we can transport to disaster or fame.
He won’t fight we know that and I can’t believe it
Kristean is instep well however you say his name I
can’t trust her sister I bet we aren’t even related well I
sorta can because we know she is my dad’s sister and
my mom’s trusted one but they can always do something
someone can betray you at any moment.
this is a very untrustworthy game I do not even know if I
can even trust you you might be the betrayer.
this game is tearing us apart our parents died doing this
what different does it make for us.
I do not even know if you are my sister if we give up they
are going to come for us we can not ignore it but this is
very dangerous and we can not tear apart there is some
thing coming for and we will fight until our hearts stop but
we have to try we are talking about the world I've had
dreams about this but never caught the end some
source of electricity is three inches away from you. then I
wake up never caught the end.
we always have to be aware and where was this place
exactly?

I have no idea this place was completely made of
plectra.
this has to be some place ancient and this is...a...temple
of Kimodrai and koined...
that is kristean’s ancestor we have to beat kristean then
koined and kimodrai.
We gotta go
Ok.
We have to find the last thing on our list but there is not
anything on our list that is the whole point what
ingrediant that can make triontal is tormanto.
tiomato?
no t-o-r-m-a-n-t-o tormanto.
what is that.
it is something that can change into anything it can turn
into a frog ice cream gum on the bottom of my desk.
gum on the bottom of my desk! that is where we can find
it and we need the most powerful one. whoever touches
it will posess the most power ever known.
Ok but how did I run like two hundred miles an hour to
get here?
Your first efienatal has arrived.
what is that?
we were chosen for this because we are the only people
on earth that were born to have these.
So I have to run carrying you Speed and Lili
correct lets go.
avoid the major highways streets and anything like that
people are very suspicious these days they have no idea
what you are up to and they want to find out and they
will.
this is no joke everyone is after us mortals immortals
even our own race is after us this is coming to quick to
fast what chance do we have our parents died doing
this because they trusted her.We will not do the same,

will stand up for the good of our people and no one is
going to catch us.
We will not go the same way and we will fight until we
die. but the first one to get our last ingredient will have to
fight while the other protects against the followers.
Chapter 17
Odessy

Punch fountains on sale 5.99 For a thirty foot in diameter
and sixty feet in circumference!
A home for 4.99 And tons more at the Triat of magic
shop we cater sell give you amazingly low prices if you
buy the house you get a swimming pool and three
dollars back and we will even give you on3\e of your
most wanted things!Owner Adodioodepiyuon (a-dad-eoo-e-dep-e-u-on).
This has her written all over it who else do we know with
yellow eyebrows.
I do not know and who else includes the word magic in
their commercial.
Lots of people and besides let’s get a move on we are
going to be there in 2 seconds so slow down and hurry
because we need to find that.
They will not challenge us until you turn fivteen which is
in Two weeks and we need to get a move on they are
going to be here about the same time someone touches
it So we need to get a move on and okay here we are
just the gum is Sorta in my desk and the new girl is here
so make sure you pull the fire alarm then get the gum

after that all is well we just need to avoid and run so then
we have to wait till I am five\teen so this we need to be
very cautious.
Get it ruBeeep Beeep Beeep.
Got it are you crazy we have to wait until you turn 15 this
is a disaster we have to live on our own for a whole six
years this was the most no smartest idea ever now you
have to fight her and now we need a flight back to the
tent in Florida and we need to make sure we do not
attract anyone so you must turn invisable And do not
crash into anything it is weird enough to have me have
great power but a nine year old power none of these
people would ever dream of it and we have to fly straight
through the solid brick roof or a glass window so I say
roof and let me hang under you when flying through the
roof because I can still get hurt while otherwise you c an
not so you also have to look out for me to just because
you are the star that does not mean you can be reckless
like super heroes in TV and comic books.

Chapter 18
The truth the lies and the Secrets

To: the graves of Edward and Katey
From: Alica (secretly)

Me and Matthew are torn from the disappointment of your
deaths matthew will not admit it so if you send a responce do
not get matthew to notice. This race is dangerous because
matthew has the power and he is only nine the problem is we
have to run and cover our tracks we do not know what
happened that night but we are stuck paranoid and scared if
you can help us please do so this is no game.
Love Your Own Alica.

To: The graves of Edward and Katey
From: matthew (secretly)
Hey i am one of the most powerful people on there planet
alica is really jealous and she is mad so do not talk to her
about it but anyway we have to run for six years just because I
touched a piece of gum!
Love your own Matthew.

To: the beloved sister of Kristean

From: Kristean (secretly)
This is a problem the part of his soul is taking control he is out
to get me there is no escape so this is what you must carry on for
me.
you must get to those ratty children they are the only hope for
there parents and there is one other thing whatever you do do
not go to me or you will be possessed the same as I have been I
am not dead but trapped in my own body and this is one of the
most dangerous things ever and if you fool around he will get
you possessed not dead worse than me you will be trapped in
your bad memories and you will be in sorrow this is no joke this
is not a prank this is my lifgh.

chapter 19
Tryteu

We need to make all the ingredients into separate hybrid
mixtures then we need to make the hybrid ingredients Together
then we need to each wait overnight steam and then we
have to drink it to make us hybrid together that will not
include your additional power from the gum this is more
power than you want I know you do not want to fight him
this is dangerous and this potion thing will have to be
done 100% right this is not easy and we have to
succeed because we might get a life tied which mean
that if we do not do this right we will have a permanent
connection and that is not good this is not what you think
some people will think this is amazing this is not it is not
what you think in my dream I saw me and you this as
power and a trapping wicked potion only the highest
potion masters know how to do this correctly this might
not be right but this is worth the shot we will have
opposite powers and we will have the same after this
potion except your powers will be stronger.
this is susimado one of the most daring situations only
two people so far wanted to do this and that was mom
and dad. My life is getting more and more dramatic and
yours is getting more and more heroic. In our world you
will be the hero this is not what I expect or anyone else

this is not something you want to announce in school or
anywhere you will be caught she is more dangerous
than you and me think she is getting more strong and
she will not stop until her job ids done.This is sacred
unfair and brutal we will not run away after the six years
the time has come.
*

The time is not to great to be fighting with me that is how
we get separated then mad and never want to talk to
each other.This is not the best time for that people never
get good luck when things like this happen.If we do not
run until you are fifteen things will be much worse.
My sister has problems with me being amazing and my
sister is not.
We always have to fight don’t we.We just can not get
enough of each other can’t we.
These people are crazy weird and do not do anything
but talk we need to blend in so just talk like nothing is
happening in your life .
Why can we just be normal people.
I do not know I guess this is what we have to do.
Why could our parents have finished this before us so
we can just live a normal life.
Everyone is so strange I feel like someone is watching
us.
Why can we just let this completely blow over.
This is part of our parents life our life our children's life.
This family will never be normal, it runs in the family.
Just let’s run away until you are fifteen that would be
about six years.
We always have to be unfortunate.

I guess that we have to run until we finally get to a place
far far away where they will not find us.
I think we should just jump up and down with a sign that
says our name that will mean hello right here come
attack us matthew is not older or we could run.
It is already decided we are running we have to try this is
not the best choice though if we disappear no one could
ever find us but your invisibility only works in the air. and
if we fly we will be to noticeable then they know we are
there. If we run those strange people will notice us.
So why can’t we blend in, like they do in the movies.
We do not know how to blend in we were not raised by
those strangers.
So there is nothing we can do.
So we run away like I discussed with you.

Chapter 20
TRANSPORTATION MADNESS!!!

Dive roll spin jump hurry we can not do this unless don e
at the exact same time so do it we have to get that plane
that plane has her in it you have to position our plane in
case the shoot a missile if they do that dive to trees that
will take the hit and shoot straight up and avoid the
flames that will cause her to not be looking and her
plane crashes, foolproof.
This is not what I expected when I sad run I meant on
the ground but this works to as long as we do not crash!
Alica was driving a bright blue plane as matthew was
driving a dark red plan and she was driving a bright
yellow plane that would have made you thought that you
were driving it the color was astonishing but the pilot not
so much.
Quick dive jump roll loop tu- DIVE TO THE TREES.
YOU NEED TO DRIVE TO THE TREES TO LOOK.
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH.
I want to stick with ground or water.
We are on a ferry boat and it turns out that my brother is
seasick.
This is not good and we had to rent the whole ferry to
get to Alaska and it gets worse the ferry right behind us
is hers.
so me and matthew always need to duck because she
likes pulling tricks she tried to throw a candle stick with

fire on it but only succeeded in burning herself but next
she is
trying ice.
Finally we made it with my sister’s arm bruised my knee
scraped and a cut on my head and she has a broken
toe.

chapter 21
fifteen finally

Alica only woke up only on special occasions and today
was one of them her fifteenth birthday is already here
the day she would be fighting him.
Except she does not have to worry about it this was not
a normal day either matthew is celebrating three years of
being away from his original house in Boston.
I got you a present for fifteen years of luck.
A necklace with my birth stone?
With a magic that lets you control the elements.
How did you get some thing like that.
I found it mining while you were asleep.
The pair of seers headed to the next destination.
They hurried to find the thing they needed.A spaceship.
They hopped on board.
Three two one they where huriling to the planet Zelquey
at amazing speed. They were forced back into there
seats by the force and screaming. Suddenly they found
themselves being tossed out of their seats from finally
getting out of the gravitational pull.
I feel as light as a feather.
Me too.
Astroid alert astroid alert.
Hurry grab the control stick.
Left.
Right.
Down.
Up.
Loop.

Barrel roll.
Do something. Just avoid the astroid and save us.
I am trying.
Try shooting lasers, this is not the best time of my life.
The thing is flying out of control of course you are not
having the best time of your life.

chapter 22
parachute pods

We got hit we have to use the parachute pods they can
be used as a spaceship too.
Do not fly to earth still go the same way we are going
and if we use those which are smaller can avoid the
asteroids easier.
So go and jump into one of those pods and fast that
debris is very close.
Hurry.
They jumped into a separate pod but stayed together
they tried to avoid the debris matthew got a super near
hit.They went and went by time they reached the planet
they sped up like a meteor.
They went 20002 miles per hour increasing speed soon
they reached 56732982.4622565 mach.
Finally kaboom. They landed safely screaming with joy
then they found the list of powers then they headed back
in the same routine.
They found kristean shot a freezing spell and he blocked
it while alica froze solid. matthew shot a fire spell ducked
and shot one at alica then Alica instantly.Then shot a
metal spell at kristean and she just fell to the ground.
The ground rumbled beneath alica’s feet and the ground
disappeared and alica jumped just at the right time and
avoided the sink hole for just her size.
Just because kristean is so dumb and frozen does not
mean that she can not cast a spell.
Then out of confusion she popped up and cast a spell so
powerful everyone saw it then A lady dropped
unconscious.

The paramedics then police showed up there was tons
of confusion and she had a lot of explaining to do.
finally she said that the light from her fingers was a
magic trick and the lady happened to drop unconscious.
The police let her go and said what a great trick it
was.The lady awoke alarmingly.Who is the dumb one
now. Thought kristean reading Alica’s mind.

chapter 23
Tybi

Tybi is the most wonderful subsistence but it is cursed
as well you might grow an elephant trunk if you eat it. No
one has ate it without any side effect. Going going
nothing then kaboom you just have some bad
fortune.the only way you do not get one is if you are
extremely gifted or the creator of the curse.Actually it is
the same time someone does something and someone
does something at the same exactly.You need to do this
exactly right or the thing will shock you and that will hurt
me as well so get it right at the same time unless you
want to get shocked.This is not easy though reflexes will
help but not as much you need to know it is coming and
when it is coming.So I will do the same timing as you the
rest of my long life. This will be hard cause I do not want
to twirl around like a girl.
Not that much the same but if I feel an emotion you will
feel it too. Tybi is not easy and it never will be people are
trying to make it less frequent but it has not happened.
So if I get mad and you are on your date you will get
mad at your date.
Exactly.
The timing is not working out well is it.
No.
Just give it time to kick in ow.
This is harder than anyone would expect I have not
gotten one movement right.
I said Just give it time ow.
OK well fine!

You get back here right know.
No.
Fine.
They fought and fought soon became tired then they fell
asleep but were still very mad at each other.Soon they
caught and cut the connection and still went to the
training lab. Then they quit because they knew it would
not be resourceful.

chapter 24
500 times

We tried to run five hundred times so we had a major
detour because Matthew got tired so we stopped running
for a while and camped out the times were not easy they
only had winter supplies and it was near summer they
sleep without blankets and kept hanging out until
matthew got better. Finally he got a new power now he
is resistant to the cold.Alica finally got her first she could
lift almost anything.
Look I can lift this truck. I still do not get why you got
your first power before me?
I may be an early bloomer and you could be a late
bloomer.
OK.We need to do this a five hundred times for your
powers to return and you will come with a new one.This
will happen to me too in a few months.
Ahhhh.
Run. She is near and that this is not the best time.
This is scary so I think we should hide then she will have
to find us that is a better choice.
We could always get some defense and run and
hide.That is what we should do.
That looks like a good place to go.
I think we should hirun.
The times for these people are not easy they run hide
sometimes fight get ambushed and so on. these are not
lucky people.They have the worst memories with her she
is mean cruel and disgusting. They have the worst
classmates they are all bosy mean and unsanintary.

There lives are never good they hope \that these six
years go by fast because they are having troubles like
everyone else they know.The classmates can not cheat
off alica in test and she is having trouble with him their
parents are no where to be seen.They are having
desperate times everyone is and you might be having
some bad problems a lot similar to this.Are their parents
dead and is matthew going to win the fight or is the world
going to have these great problems?he and alica now
engulfed his and alica’s blades into the flames this
weapon was invinsible when they dropped there swords
into the flames the voice said a sacrifice always is better
your sacrifice will lead to a great reward.

Chapter 25
Wyn Try Teo and Yon

we still need to know about Wyn Try Teo and Yon.
Arial bladed swords for hunting but later on came in for a
more dangerous use. Arabian is the con try they lived in
and the sister the sister is not good. These four brothers
were attacked all in the same night but only one survived
the blade the fourth and youngest Yon.
The sister Arabian feared that they were getting more
powerful.She did not like the idea of her brothers being
loyal and she was not being left in the dark so she did
what she must have done and when the blade hit the
fourth brother the blade never hit the boy happened to
have a similar blade so when she took the strike the boy
was ready he had heard the screams of pain and was
beware of what was happening the three were not quick
enough he was next and the sister which was the oldest
thought since he was the youngest that he would be
extremely easy but he had not and the boy had quick
reflexes before the blade hit which the blade never hit
the time the girl stopped with the blade only inches away
from the chest the girl was extremely beautiful she was
not meaning to do this it is just someone told her to do
this and she felt sorry after what had happened this part
in her told her to do this after she had seen of what
happens to the loyal sisters brother she knew not to do
this but that evil part in her kicked in and off now was
one of these times this blade left only a small gash on
the kings shoulder and the king said you should not have
done this to my brothers now you will have to face me
the kingdom depends on me and I will not let you mess it

up like you sabotaged the other kings lives now this is
what you deserve Co tomate wa me to ma que te
senquiu megu tetote omega te sa adfeute terontefon lou
troteselbu guionte zetreoterfondukonondi!
Tnhis was a language yon had never studied she has to
do almost every language and he knew that she was not
saying sorry or anything of that sort then at that moment
she struck Yon tried to defend he made it.But the blades
never touched they stopped and there was these purple
and gold lace it was tying the swords together.She
started speaking.
Rep der meronderfa jyi deavast muit fugheterreta!
She spoke in a voice unlike any voice he had ever heard
but he knew this was not the sound of her voice but the
sound of Imostrin’s.Imostrin does not have a body of his
own he takes peoples body’s when he has gained trust
this is what he has been doing for three years and...
*
the sister finally broke apart his connection with her this
is not the end and now he has her body we have to find
out about those two people. I have my laptop and it turns
out their full names are Arabian blopten Nightday and his
real name is Dylan webiner Nightday.
NIGHTDAY!They are our long lost brother and sister
yours is fifteen and mine is nine.
he has been experiencing weird changes unlike no other
they happen to be just like ours.I knew there was a
missing link in our family it seems like that because there
actually is.
I do remember you your brother and my sister.We all are
supposed to be royal the three brothers died but we are
average people in our world but in the country Arabian
we all are famous Arabian is unknown though it still exist
there is no tourist just the people that live there lets
check the world GPS they should be in the ocean but

they are not they are on an oil derrick we need to fly
there so since I can not fly I will be one of those talking
GPS.
*
Turn left now turn right left right .
Finally they made it with out being spotted by airplanes
or any other air vehicles.
This should be them both of them were short and
scrawny like their other sister and brother.
Turns out that Arabian is sixteen and Dylan is the same
age as matthew.It turns out they have been having
vision of someone fighting.
When they arrived alica said hello sister and brother
then they got scared and said go away I am not letting
you get to me again.
This is not Imostrin. This is your long lost sister and your
long lost brother you have to come with us Imostrin is
here to this is not the best time to be scared of your
siblings.
Then they both said synchronized I remember you.
Are you still trying too get away from him?
Yes
we are to and Arabian do you have a drivers licence.
yes.
Good that will be helpful in tons of places.
have you come to save us.
Now yes later we have to fight against him when
matthew turns fifteen that would be in six years so we
have to do this together.
There is four of us against the rest of them. We have to
do it we do not have a choice they will hunt us down it is
not like they will stop it is not like we can do this every
day we have one chance and one chance only so this is
a lot of pressure we are all scared of this and if the rest

of the world knew what was happening they would be
alarmed too.
It is not like there is only one universal colony we want to
say hi to everyone else but we can not we have to jjoin
school do not attract attetion and if we are going to have
major problems if they show up say you feel sick and we
get out of school wait o the side of the school with your
walki talki and say stop selling anchobies and in reply we
will say chickens are on fire and hurry out of the schoo,l
with s9ome excuse if you do not get a response soon
just ignore sand move on to the next person simple
enough.
So stop selling anchobies and chickens are on fire.
*
“Stop selling anchobies.”
“Chickens are on fire.”
“Chickens are on fire.”
“Chickens are on fire.”
“What is it?”
“Some people are being mean.”
“That is what people do in this grade, Arabian.”
“But do not do it or you get in trouble.”
“So just act natural.”

chapter 26
fit in

We survived the first day of school so that is good now
we just need a place to stay this is not going to be easy
this is easier than my normal life.
Just we need to find a apartment do not be suspicious
just act like your parents told Arabian to go get some
groceries and that she needs to take us to school ever
day in the morning besides weekends.
That is how we will survive the life until Matthew is old
enough this gets boring after a while so if you stand out
do that walkie talkie thing and if you see someone from
school on the weekend does not mean that they are
following you if you get invited to a party go and do not
ask for tea only drink what they serve at the party punch
soda water and stuff like that. This is not that hard when
you go to a party and do not eat or drink too much.
Do not listen to classical music listen to R&B, rock, hip
hop, rap and find songs that people listen to these days
and do not steal their stuff to see what music they listen
to and when you play games do not play preschool
games.
Do all this stuff and when people ask your address give
it to them and do your new address.
9087 parker drive gentoo hollimontan.

Act fabulous like the rest of the girls and the boys act
how they act.

chapter 27
day 2 of no school

Art then bolegy then physical education then lunch then
technology then writing then math.
Physical education then bolegy then technology then
lunch then art then math then writing.
Then matthew always has social studies math then
science and then his brother has the same scedule.
The scedule changes daily so be invisable.
If we can not be seen then we have nothing to worry
about.
hey where is Dylan?
right here you said to be invisible.
I did not mean literally invisible.if someone saw
something just appear on the desk they probably are
going to raiser suspicion.
so just do not act weird you know the drill so hurry
school starts in only five minutes.
So Arabian is driving us to school then bam out of no
where a police car driving 100 hundred miles an hour
pops out on the right but somehow the car turned out of
control they knew they were going to die then something
amazing happened the other car flew up to a ninety

degree angle they knew that matthew did that the car
was suspended right at that angle the cop was thinking
how is this possible the police man was screaming all of
the sudden the car dropped to the ground and then the
man jumped out of his car and he was mad and scared
he was about ready to pull out weapon or call for backup
when he touched his gun or something like that the man
flung strait to his car and all his weapons went straight to
matthew and he knew that he had nothing he hopped
back into his car matthew made sure that he could not
get anywhere he was stuck matthew had got his car
again hung it up side down.
Wait i am not resistant to the cold I can make things
move without touching them!
The car still suspended now back on the road and now
driving straight at them now you would think the car
would ram into them but instead it flipped right over their
car this car will not give up they were getting this car to
move all the sudden the car pops up again this time with
two more Dylan and Matthew try to get the cars to get
into weird posistons.
Slam bam clack screech.
The cars got banged up one barrel rolled at amazing
speed the cars are still going the one that barrel rolled
got back up and aimed for a head on collision while the
other car aimed for a souvier back hit but amazingly both
cars bunny hopped over that car and crashed with the
help of matthew no passenger these cars were remote
control but life size the flames showered down but
instead of flame these were comets! Comets that were
chasing them they did not realize the last car that came
down the street at speeds that the car was not made for
the man had a way of reasoning he was not going to
stop he was crashed by the biggest truck ever the truck
did not know what he did he just kept going. We zig

zaged home through traffic lights wondering why they
went out here in the first place then by time school was
over they realized they accidentally missed school two
girls were in major trouble while the two boys had
nothing to worry about but then they heard a rumbling
noise there was a motorcycle trying to slam into their
house and then we all know that matthew can make
things move with his mind so he threw the rider off so we
named him Dada when ever he did that.
So we all call it this time Alica got it.
Dada!
Why do you have to say that?
They argued knowing that they bucked the rider
of the motorcycle off and for good measure they threw
the motorcycle to Jupiter right in the great red spot.One
of Imostrin’s followers appeared he went to pull out his
dagger but it was not there then instead of his old pointy
thing black sand appeared whirling round and round at
the palm of Matthew's hand then one of the most
beautiful blades appeared in his hands with gold and on
the other side a metal he has never seen it was
amazing. earlier he engulfed his and Alica's blades into
the flames this weapon was invisible when they dropped
their swords into the flames the voice said a sacrifice
always is better your sacrifice will lead to a great reward.
Now everyone in the family was worrying so then outta
nowhere matthew sliced then the follower froze solid and
got swept away in the wind like dirt the whole group
applauded. The encounters get worse and worse.
Matthew was do busy reading his book to realize that the
girls were plotting to prank him.

chapter 28
the prank

when matthew woke up that morning he was rolled up so
tight in his sleeping bag he could barely move so he
rolled to the door on top of the roof of his apartment and
he rolled to the edge of the roof be fore he could stop
himself he rolled over the edge then slipping from water
(there was no water except where he slid then he rolled
past the gutter over the sky of 700 feet he felt air born
but then he thought I am actually fall born from the force
of wind at about 676 feet is intense then with no warning
he stopped the sleeping bag fell off now he was wrapped
in ropes he did not notice before when he reached it
where the rope only wrapped one time around him and
he was only about nine inches from his nose to hit the
ground and get broken he realized this was a trick set
up by the girls then he bounded back up the sensation
was scary and full of suspense.

the girls would not do any real harm so then the pattern
continued up and down when going down the hair on
him popped out behind him like spikes when he shot up
his hair was still being pulled by gravity then noticed he
could just suspend himself in front of the girls faces that
is what he did the girls leaned against the window he
made the window shatter the girls fell down to the
cars,screaming this was not the idea........

To Be Continued...

This story on most cases will not be finished in our
second book:
Ecl2pse: Omega
(it will be finished on the 6th book)

